
It’s probably a safe assumption to say that you’re not in the security business. Your core 

competencies don’t include skills like vulnerability management, data loss prevention, and 

regulatory compliance.   

Security is a fluid, shifting landscape that is difficult to navigate without an experienced guide. Today, we’re seeing 

more organizations turn to a trusted third party. Having a partnership with a team of security experts is beneficial to 

companies that have limited IT resources, or lack internal security expertise.

Security Roadmap
Executive and technology leadership must work in parallel to achieve operational excellence and maintain security 

integrity. But the path to comprehensive IT security isn’t always clear. In order to meet overarching business goals, it 

is paramount that an organization establish clear security priorities that support the long-term goals of the business. 

The Trapp Technology Security Roadmap will elevate your security posture, design business-relevant cybersecurity 

controls, identify the path to vulnerability remediation, and accomplish third-party compelled compliances while 

remaining flexible enough to accommodate future business growth.
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THE STAT

Only

26%
of CISOs say that their IT 

security objectives are 

aligned with business and IT 

operations.

ALIGN YOUR BUSINESS AND 
SECURITY GOALS

Connect Business and  

Security Objectives

Through interviews with key 

business and technology 

stakeholders, conduct discovery 

phase to identify revenue 

generating data and technology 

assets and their relative risk.

Identify and Measure Risk

Determine specific threats to 

your organization and compose 

a cyber-threat gap analysis 

and probability matrix. Outline 

elements required to elevate 

your security posture and 

proactively prevent breaches.

Build a Business-Minded  

Path Forward

Review and assess current 

security program structure, 

and business value. Determine 

appropriate budget ranges for 

cyber security investment and 

build an actionable, security 

program roadmap.

Deliver Actionable Data

Report summary findings from 

discovery during a discussion 

led by our top business 

security professionals and 

receive an executive board-

ready presentation.

Data-Driven Results
The findings of the Discovery Phase will outline a path to 

advance your security program’s maturity and propose 

strategic action based on your business goals. The service 

includes the following actionable deliverables, as well an 

executive level presentation:

PRIORITIZED FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A business-level summary of key findings and  

recommended areas of focus based on the communicated 

goals of the organization.   

DETAILED FINDINGS TABLE 

Line itemed, comprehensive test results that reveal 

vulnerabilities on the deepest level.

TWO YEAR ROADMAP

A 24-month roadmap based on our assessment findings, 

along with the snapshot of recommendation implications. 

Your Roadmap is meticulously designed to achieve a robust, 

business-aligned, and threat-aware security and business 

operations posture. 

FACILITATED CONVERSATION WITH IT AND  
BUSINESS LEADERSHIP

Our security experts present actionable recommendations 

to achieve a robust, aligned, and threat-aware security and 

business operations posture.

The Path to Peace of Mind: Building  
a Strategic, Business and  
Data-Driven Security Plan

To learn more about Trapp Technology’s  
Cyber Security Strategy services or other 

security services, contact a Trapp Technology 
representative at  

sales@trapptechnology.com • 877.942.2568 
trapptechnology.com


